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The  Author
One of the  most  successful  writers  of fiction of all time, Geoffrey of Monmouth
has also been the  subject  of fiction writers himself. As  a  consequence it was not
till  quite recently that  a  reliable and rational account of his life was available.  '
Geoffrey was probably born of Breton parents in Monmouth where the ruling
family, placed  there  by William I, was  also  Breton. He became a member of the
secular  clergy and was at Oxford by 1129 when  he witnessed the foundation
charter of Oseney Abbey. He remained at Oxford until 1151 and during that
time  was witness to several other documents together  with  Archdeacon Walter
and  a  Ralph of  Monmouth.  He was referred to as Geoffrey Arthur, possibly his
father’s name, but more likely a  nickname  commenting on his interest in the
king who was the hero of his Historia.2 His association with Archdeacon Walter
seems to have been  close  for he was to claim  that  it was Walter who had given
him the book on which he based his  Historia.  Walter was  provost  of the college
of St. George in Oxford Castle and Geoffrey was probably a  secular canon there
until its dissolution in  H49.  He was referred to as  magister  and may have
taught, for Oxford was already a centre of clerical instruction. In 1151 Geoffrey
was elected bishop of St. Asaph, and in  ”52  was ordained a priest and
consecrated bishop at  Lambeth  by Archbishop Theodore.  He probably  never
visited his Welsh diocese  which  was  overrun  by civil war. In 1153 he witnessed  a
treaty at Westminster between King Stephen  and the future Henry II. In 1155 he
died.
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Geoffrey wrote three works while at  Oxford.3 The first was The  Prophecies
of Merlin,  made to King Vortigern, which he claimed to have translated at the
request of Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln (died  1148), and which were probably
completed not  long before the death of Henry I in 1135. They originally
appeared as a separate work but  were  later incorporated in Geoffrey’s  most
famous creation the  History of the  Kings  of Britain,  on which he had already
made  a  start.  He finished his  History in 1138. He himself said the work was
known  as  Gesta  Britonum  (The Deeds of the Britons) but it is now usually
referred to by the title created for it by Jerome Commelin for his Heidelberg
edition of 1587 and San  Matte  for his Halle edition of 1854.4 Different copies
were given different dedications by the ambitious Geoffrey as the political scene
and alliances of Stephen’s troubled reign altered  —  Oxford itself was the scene
of  some  of the most dramatic events of the wars between Stephen and Matilda
— and as he  sought  patronage. Dedications were to Robert Earl of Gloucester,
a patron of letters, bastard of Henry I and  a  supporter of his half-sister Matilda,
to Robert and Waleran, Count  of Meulan, and lastly to Robert and  King
Stephen.5

After  1148  Geoffrey composed  a  Latin verse romance, Vita Merlini (Life  of
Merlin),  dedicated to Robert de Chesney, elected  successor to Alexander as
bishop of Lincoln on 19  December 1148.  Robert had  been a  canon of St.
George’s  College like Geoffrey. The poem would  have been  finished  before
Geoffrey was himself elected to the bishopric of St. Asaph in 1151.6

The  History of the  Kings  of Britain’
Geoffrey tells the reader his purpose in writing the  History in his preface.s

He had been  amazed  that he had been unable to find anything in  books  on the
kings who lived in Britain before the birth of Christ although their deeds had
been ‘handed joyfully doWn  in oral tradition’. The fact that Britain had been
conquered and named by Brutus, the great-grandson of the Trojan  Aeneas,
ancestor of the Romans and hero of Vergil’s  Aeneid, was already known to
Geoffrey and his contemporaries from Nennius’ History of the  Britons, but after
that they were  only too conscious of the  gaps  in their knowledge until the
histories of the  Anglo-Saxons  by Bede and others  told  of their race’s victories
over the Britons. Geoffrey asserted he had found the solution. While he was
‘giving a  good deal  of attention to such matters, Walter, Archdeacon of Oxford
.  . .  presented me with  a  certain  book  written in the British language.’9 It was  a
n‘arrativc of events from the days of Brutus to those of Cadwallader, the last
native king who died in  Rome  in 689 AD. Walter commanded Geoffrey to
translate the  book  and so he  tells  the reader he did.

He dedicated his ‘translation’ to the highest and  most  powerful men in the
land to secure preferment, and was eventually successful. His subject matter
may have been dear to his own heart, even an obsession, but it was also aimed to
please  his political masters and dedicatees. He portrayed  a  truly glorious past
for the Britons and made them the equals of the Romans and even their victors.
With these  warlike ancient Britons and their hero  kings, Belinus, and  above  all,
Arthur, the new Norman rulers of Britain could identify and claim relationship
with pride and satisfaction, relegating the Anglo-Saxons to the position of a
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defeated race (with the honoured  exceptions  of Edward the Confessor, fast
becoming a saint and the object of  a  cult at this time, and Matilda, wife of
Henry I  and great-granddaughter of Edmund Ironside). Geoffrey and his
Norman patrons were very aware  that  whereas the Capetian kings of France,
overlords of the new Norman kings of Britain for their continental possessions,
could look  back  with pride to Charlemagne and his knights, they had no  such
heroes in their own  kingdom’s  past, however more powerful they were in
contemporary politics. Geoffrey presented  them  with Arthur, another
conqueror of Europe. Henry I’s daughter and designated heiress, Matilda, and
half-sister of Geoffrey’s preferred patron Robert of Gloucester, would have
been  equally pleased  with  the array of great and successful British queens in the
History.  '°

Above all else, “  however, it is likely that  Geoffrey wished to amuse his
readers and fill the  empty spaces of the island’ 5  history. Bolder, less scrupulous
and more a creative writer than  a  chronicler or historian, Geoffrey took  on
William of -Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon and the others at their own
game and supplied what 'was missing. William of Malmesbury, a sound
historian, had started soberly with  Julius Caesar’s arrival in. Britain and
continued to the reign of Henry 1, Henry of Huntingdon liked a  good  myth'2
and had started with the founding of Britain by Brutus. Geoffrey too took his
lead from Nennius and started with the Trojans but unlike the unimaginative
Henry, he  then  used his sources as  a  mere starting-point for fantasy. Using every
available source of information, he peopled the missing years with a whole new
range of  characters  and created a sequence of stories that was to capture the
imagination of generations of readers. He elaborated on  hints  in Nennius and
whereas such as William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon had only
repeated their source’s meagre  details, he created King Arthur. William had
written a  chapter on Arthur, Geoffrey devoted  about  a quarter of his  book  to
him. '3 attaching fables to the obscure historical character and  making him a
hero  whom  the reader could receive with enthusiasm.

Some of Geoffrey’s sources for his  History can be readily establishedz'
Gildas, The  Ruin  and  Conquest  of Britain  (written before 547 AD), Nennius’
History of the  Britons  (circa  800 AD),  Bede’s  Ecclesiasticat History  of the
English People  (Bede lived 672-735 AD), besides classical authors such as

-  Vergil, Livy and the universal history of Orosius  (417-18  AD) as well as the Old
Testament.  He certainly did  more  than merely translate an old history of the
Briton  kings. It was usual for classical and medieval authors to cite an ancient
source  book  for their work -— whether Geoffrey was  just  following this custom
or whether he ever had a  book  ‘in the British language’ is still the subject of
heated, and often nationalistic, debate. No such book has ever been  found  and
no Welsh or  Breton  chronicle exists in a manuscript older  than those  of
Geoffrey’s  History.  It is safe to  assume,  however,  that  he did  have  access to early
Welsh  and Breton chronicles,  that  he exploited king-lists and genealogies,
verbal  information from such as Walter the Archdeacon, folk tales and songs as
well as the more mundane works of  contemporary historians such as William of
Malmesbury. '4

Geoffrey handled hisvsources with great skill; He  employed  a down-to-
earth  style  with  no rhetoric. He larded his  text  with circumstantial  and



convincing details of place-names derived from the names of their founders, his
heroes, with nuggets of genuine information drawn from respected authors.
Above all he structured his book on the sound framework of the established
chronology of world history used by such historians as Bedez'5 he cross-
referenced events in Britain to events in Rome and the Holy Land. He  also
placed his action in an ordered topography. In everything he contrived to give
his fictions the  solid  appearance of history, never admitting that they were
fictions. For this he has been severely criticised from the moment the book
appeared to the present day.'6 Among his earliest critics were William of
Newburgh, a  judicious historian who hated Geoffrey’s lies, and Gerald of Wales
who mocked them.”

Everyone  else  loved the book.'8 Geoffrey had written the history he and
everyone really wanted — it was  also a  great feat of  creation, an epic tragedy
with memorable characters, well conceived and finely written.'9 It had to be true
—— there was  nothing to contradict it' except  scepticism. The ensuing success has
been  one of the wonders of literary history. Henry of Huntingdon saw it at Le
Bee in January 1139, was amazed and enthusiastically described it in a letter. A
prose variant  text, with  more  Christian and pious overtones, was made in
Geoffrey’s lifetime,20 Gaimar did an Anglo-Norman adaptation,2l and in 1155
the Norman  poet, Wace, put it into verse as Le  Roman  de  Brut.

A  few details of Wace’s life show just how enthusiastic the reception could
be for the  History.  The author of the  Roman  de Rou and lives of saints, Wace
visited England to seek out the sites of the  History’s  events and to find ‘fays’ in
the forest of Broceliande (‘A fool  I  returned, a  fool  I  went’) before he put-
Geoffrey’s  text  (at one remove, the variant version) into verse, elaborating it
with Breton tales and imaginings and adding greatly to its length. He presented
it to the new Queen of England, Eleanor of Acquitaine, in 1155, the year of
Geoffrey’s death.22 Wace in his turn was put into English verse by the priest,
Layamon, who adopted Arthur, the barrier of his own  race, as his hero.23 Both
the  History and  Wace’s  Roman  de  Brut  were  among the sources for Chrétien de
Troyes’ romances written in the  1170s  for the court of Marie, Countess of
Champagne  and daughter of Eleanor of Acquitaine by Louis VII of France.24
Chrétien fleshed out the Arthurian characters sketched by Geoffrey, chivalry,
honour and the courtesy of  love  being the main themes of his stories. The
Arthurian cycle of romances was to expand its canon throughout the middle
ages (and after) and draw into its orbit many other, once independent, tales,
such as the  story of Tristan and Isolde, a  version of which was owned by
Richard, Duke of Gloucester. In these romances the ‘history’ of Geoffrey of
Monmouth  was transferred  back, with advantage, to the world of the story-
teller where it had originated.

A discussion of Geoffrey’s  History in the  context  of Richard III’s
ownership of  a text, must  concentrate on the use of the  book  in the original
form created by Geoffrey, as ‘history’. This has several aspects: the straight-
forward transmission of the  text  alone, in adaptation or in conjunction with
other related  texts  (such as the  Historia T mine) is  one; the reasons why such  a
history of Britain should have appealed to the affections of successive
generations of people, their enthusiasms and  above  all their political pretentions
is another. The  last  aspect  cgmnot  be discussed separately from the  Historia
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Troiae  or the  Prophecy of the  Eagle  (so closely associated with the  Historia
Regum  Britanniae  in Richard’s copy), for the history of the Trojans was part of
the glorious history of the kings of Britain and all Europe and both history and
prophecy were favourite means of propaganda.

The vulgate  Latin text  of Geoffrey’s  Historia  was  accessible  mainly to
scholars.  Some  Latin chroniclers transposed parts of it wholesale into their
works, others, like Ralph  Higden, might  paraphrase. The ordinary reader  knew
Geoffrey’s fables through the medium of popular  prose chronicles, of which one
large group took their name from their  first  hero Brutus, the founder of Britain,
and were called the  Brut.  These  were chivalric and patriotic in spirit. There were
two main versions of the  Brut  and they could be in  Latin, French or English‘, the
majority being English.  Their  sources for the earliest period were the Gaimar
and Wace versions of Geoffrey and for the later periods their continuators relied
on  a  string of chronicles. There was a spate of  Bruts  created in the early
fourteenth century and another around  1461  after the accession of Edward IV.
Under the name of  Caxton’s  Chronicles,  a  version of the  Brut  was the first
English history to be printed in 1480.25 Through these, and their  close  relatives
the London chronicles, the legend of the Trojan  foundation  of Britain and
Arthur’s conquests became common knowledge.

The use of Geoffrey’s  History,  directly or indirectly, by later chroniclers is
well charted. Few failed to use it.26 The  exploits  of  King Arthur roused  most
criticism and doubt  among the more learned of the chroniclers who had read
continental authors who  knew  nothing of the King’s European conquests during
the period they were supposed to  have  occurred. Ralph Higden said as  much  in
his  Polychrom'con.  Any criticism  was, however, almost invariably countered by
an outburst of patriotic support such as that of John Trevisa, the translator of
Higden, who rebuked his author severely for his doubts  about King Arthur.27
Other chroniclers, like the author of the Fitzhugh or Anonymous Chronicle
which Richard of Gloucester once signed and presumably browsed through,
were content quietly to record the doubts expressed by some  of their sources
and make temperate use of Geoffrey as convenient.28

The  writings  of three men from different social spheres can be cited to
illustrate  a  range of opinions of Geoffrey and his legends during Richard  III’s
lifetime:  Abbot  John Whethamsted of St. Albans, cleric, scholar and author,
William  Caxton, mercer, diplomatist and  author, and  John  Rous, chantry
priest, antiquary and author. Whethamsted was one of the humanists in the
circle of Humphrey Duke of Gloucester and ruled as Abbot of St. Albans  1420-
40 and 1452-65. In his dictionary of historians, Granarium,  he briefly expressed
several reasons for doubting the truth of the Trojan foundation of Britain  that
may have been  common among his friends.” Caxton, as a bookseller and
printer, published  a  version of the  Brut  chronicle in  1480, for which he himself
compiled  a  continuation up to  1461, and expressed no doubts about its veracity
in either his prologue or epilogue.30 When he came to publish the  Mort  Darthur
of Sir  Thomas  Malory in  1485, however, he went out of his way to explain3l
why he had taken so long to print anything about  Arthur and the Holy Grail.
He had  told  his critics  that  ‘dyvers men holde oppynyon  that there  was no suche
Arthur' because he was not mentioned in  some  chronicles. He had  been
persuaded of Arthur's existence by the following arguments: the  tomb  of Arthur
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was to be-seen at Glastonbury and the story of its discovery was in the
Polychronicon;  Arthur was in Boccaccio’s De  Casibus Virorum Illustrium  and
in Geoffrey of Monmouth's ‘Brutysshe  book’; relics of Arthur and his knights
survived all over England and Wales (Arthur's seal at Westminster Abbey,
Gawain’s skull at Dover, the round  table  at Winchester, stones  of Camelot in
Wales); he was famous throughout Europe and books about him  existed  in
every language. The arguments propounded by ‘one in specyal’32 and which
Caxton  ‘coude  not wel  denye’ may be circular and far from convincing in the
face of twentieth century historical knowledge but they form an interesting
assortment of the kind of arguments used by a  literate layman of  1485  interested
in Geoffrey’s  most  successful creation. If Gerald of Wales, an experienced
historian of the end of the twelfth century, despaired of separating the layers of
fiction that already overlaid  a  fragment of fact  about  Arthur’s relative, Morgan
la Fee, (as he saw her), how much less could  a  fifteenth century writer do so.33

The third example, John Rous,34 appears to have  been  totally untroubled
about the truth of any legend. He began his  Historia Regum  Angliae  with its
foundation by Brutus  and included all the fables, showing a particular fondness
for giants. His sources-included both Geoffrey’s  History and its successor the
Brut.  He was  also  happy to endorse the pedigree of his patrons, the Earls of
Warwick, that  began with the giant-killer, Guy of Warwick, and included Sir
Enyas the Knight of the Swan, out of whose cup Rous had drunk in the
presence of Anne Beauchamp, Countess of Warwick.” Anne was, no doubt,
equally prepared to believe in her ancestors’ existence, or at least in their
propaganda value  —  and the value of ancestors was as apparent to  both  Yorkist
kings. Rous describes how  niches  had been built in St. George’s Chapel,
Windsor, Edward  IV’s  great building project, to hold statues of  past  kings,
churchmen and founders of cities. He had been encouraged at the end of
Edward’s reign to write  a  ‘little  work’ on these so that the  statues  could be
chosen.36 Rous’s preoccupation with founders of cities and ancestors stretching
back  in an orderly procession  through  the centuries  giving their names and
charters to places and institutions is a mirror image of Geoffrey of  Monmouth’s
preoccupation.  Both  writers, of widely different  talent, were feeding the hunger
of patrons for  a  glorious past, whether Robert of Gloucester, Anne Beauchamp
or Richard III.
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